Term Test

(Units 1–3)

1

✵

Name ....................................
Class ............ Score ...........

Vocabulary

Reading

A Write the answers in words.

A Read the text and tick the sentences
T (true ) or F (false).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ten + one =
ten + ten =
five + five =
six + six =
ten + four =

___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

My name is Pierre, and my family and

/ 10

B Complete the chart with the words
below.
ear ▼ sofa ▼ brother ▼ eye
English ▼ bed ▼ kitchen
French ▼ bedroom ▼ aunt

Face

e
I are French.We live on the river.W
have got a big boat.The boat is our
a
home. Our living room is big. It’s got
sofa and a television. My mum and
dad’s bed is in the living room.
My brother Robert and I have got
a
a small bedroom with two beds and
cupboard. The kitchen is small too.
We’ve got a flag on the boat. It is the
French flag. It’s red, white and blue.
T

Furniture

Rooms

F

1. Robert and Pierre are brothers.
2. The family haven’t got a
television.
3. The kitchen is big.
4. The boat is on the river.
5. The French flag is red, white
and black.
6. Pierre is German.

Family

Languages

/ 12

/ 10

C Choose the correct words.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

My father speaks / eats French well.
We like / live football and tennis.
Jenny has got / goes to school in the city.
I study / play at an international school.
Italians eat / go pizza and spaghetti.
/ 10
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B Correct the false sentences in A.
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
/8
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Grammar

D Complete the sentences with the
correct form of the verbs in brackets.

A Complete the sentences with am, is
or are.

1. She ___________ (study) geography at
school.
2. I ___________ (live) in a house.
3. David ___________ (go) home by car.
4. Let’s ___________ (play) football.
5. My brother and I ___________ (like)
sport.

1. ___________ Richard and Nancy
friends?
2. I ___________ at home now.
3. The mountains ___________ big.
4. ___________ the cat in the bedroom?
5. You ___________ a good basketball
player.
/ 10

/ 10

B Complete the sentences with the correct
form of have got.
1.
2.
3.
4.

A city _____________ many houses.
I _____________ (not) a green mouth.
Rabbits _____________ two ears.
Suzy _____________ (not) many fish at
home.
5. _____________ you _____________
brown hair?
6. _____________ Lisa _____________ a
new bicycle?
/ 12

C Complete the sentences with This, That,
These or Those.

Writing
Write the sentences in the correct order.
Add punctuation and capital letters.
1. a brother / got / and a sister / i’ve
_______________________________
2. cousin / by the sea / my / lives
_______________________________
3. big house / got / the / a garden / hasn’t
_______________________________
4. the / isn’t / in / the cupboard / red shirt
_______________________________
5. plays / he / in the park / football
_______________________________

1. ______ are my trousers.

/ 10

Total Score..... /100

Writing Bonus

2. ______ book is new.

Write 5 sentences about your family.
1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________
3. _______________________________
4. _______________________________
5. _______________________________

3. ______ boys are friends.

4. ______ shirt is red.
/8
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(Units 4–7)

2

Name ...................................
Class ............ Score ...........

D Fill in the menu.

Vocabulary
A Look at the picture and complete the
sentences with the correct prepositions
of place.
on ▼ under ▼ next to ▼ between

Vegetables ▼ Chicken ▼ Juice
Chips ▼ Hamburger ▼ Fruit

Menu
MAIN COURSES

EXTRAS

DESSERTS

DRINKS

/6

Reading
1.
2.
3.
4.

The presents are ___________ the table.
The balloons are ___________ the sofa.
The table is ___________ the sofa.
The cake is ___________ the presents
and the biscuits.
/8

B Write the times in words.
11

12

1

10

11
2

4

8

7

6

1

2

9

3

9

12

10

3
8

5

4
7

6

5

11

12

1

11

9
4
7

6

1

3
8

5

4
7

65

3. _______________ 4. _______________
/8

C Match A to B.
A
1.
2.
3.
4.

fly
play
swim
work

B
__ a.
__ b.
__ c.
__ d.

My family and I are on holiday
in Venice. Venice is a big city in
Italy. My brother Greg and I are sitting
on a boat. My mum and dad are in the
city. The bridge in the picture is 600
years old.
Your friend,
Mark

2

9

3
8

12

10

2

Dear Pauline,

We are having a lot of fun.

1. _______________ 2. _______________

10

Read the postcard and answer the
questions.

in the river
a plane
in an office
football

1. Where is Mark?
_______________________________
2. What is Mark doing?
_______________________________
3. Where are Mark’s mum and dad?
_______________________________
4. How old is the bridge?
_______________________________
5. Who is Greg?
_______________________________
/ 20

/8
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Grammar

D Choose the correct words.

A Choose the correct words.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A whale can’t / mustn’t fly.
Can / Must I watch TV, please?
Children must / mustn’t drive a car.
You can / must listen to me.
I’m sorry, I can / can’t come to your
party.

There is some / any water on the table.
Are there some / any ships in the sea?
His father is a / an old man.
Look at a / the brown dog.
The poor man hasn’t got a / any money.
/ 10

/ 10

Writing

B Complete the sentences with the verbs
in brackets. Use the Present Simple.

Write the sentences correctly and choose
the correct words.

1. Dad ___________ (listen) to the news
at 8 o’clock.
2. ___________they ___________ (go) to
school every day?
3. The animals ___________ (not live) in
the school.
4. ___________ he ___________ (study)
French?
5. The teacher ___________ (not play)
tennis.

1. can john dance but / and sing
_______________________________
2. turtles can swim and / but they can’t run
_______________________________
3. i speak english and / but i don’t speak
french
_______________________________
4. do you like cakes and / but biscuits
_______________________________
5. is the monkey eating and / but drinking
______________________________

/ 10

C Write sentences in the Present Simple
or Present Continuous.
1. you / run / quickly / now / .
_______________________________
2. she / study / English / at the moment / ?
_______________________________
3. Jim / love / pizza / .
_______________________________
4. we / not / swim / in the river / every day / .
_______________________________
5. Sally / not / wear / a dress / today / .
_______________________________

/ 10

Total Score..... /100

Writing Bonus
Write 5 sentences about your favourite
animal.
1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________
3. _______________________________
4. _______________________________
5. _______________________________

/ 10

/ 10
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